OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

DEBT BURDEN LIBERATION
AND
VOUCHER M1 MASTER BOND AS HUMAN OBLIGATION
P1.PKC-NKRI CIREBON

STATUS: ABSOLUTE
TITLE: WARELD VAN EIGHENDOM VERPONDING ONDERNEMING

☐ K A R-N E G A R A
☐ UN-APPROVAL 81704/2016
☐ KINGDOM 244.245.247
☐ ISO 3166/ALPHA 02-ID
☐ CERTIFICATE CODE 99.98

EXHIBIT’S AB ISIM A1 & B2 30302060/2012

I, AS PRESIDENT COMMISSIONER OF UN-SWISSINDO

With this, Delivering the Official Announcement of Payment 1-11 System

A. DEBT BURDEN LIBERATION FOR THE CITIZENS, IN PARTICULAR THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA COUNTRY

B. VOUCHER M1 MASTER BOND AS HUMAN OBLIGATION MANUAL SYSTEM

Given the Global Monetary Funds Payment P1-11 System:

☐ BANK INDONESIA

AND

☐ SIX (6) PRIME BANKS:
(BCA-BRI-BNI-MANDIRI-DANAMON-LIPPO BANK),

To follow up the letter I, as the PRESIDENT COMMISSIONER OF UN-SWISSINDO TO ALL COUNTRY INSTITUTIONS ON ................................., hereby convey the appropriate Certification of DEBT BURDEN LIBERATION and VOUCHER M1 MASTER BOND AS HUMAN OBLIGATION MANUAL SYSTEM to be implemented by the above Banks.
We are aware of the appropriate quality and quantity of the ability and knowledge that we have: QA (Quality Assurance) and QC (Quality Control) in accordance with the Execution of SWISSINDO-DEUTSCHE BANK AG Frankfurt Am Main, Germany on August 27, 2014, that Bank Indonesia and Six (6) Prime Banks are Not able to accommodate advance Funds with the requirements related to a series of rules, especially regulation of the Central Bank, BASEL III based on CAPITAL ADEQUACY RATIO of BANK (C.A.R Bank) today for utilization of the Advance Payment Payment I-III System worth 89.5 Trillion EURO as part of the Total QA / QC Worth EURO 889, 500,000,000,000.00 (Eighty Hundred Eighty-Nine Trillion Five Hundred Billion Euro) as Guarantor of KAR-STATE Certificate Code 99.98 Series 1-4 General Landlord Owner Authority "Van Eighendom Verponding Onderneming" Related to the Placement of Grand Launching of the United Nations Palace in Cirebon and UN deputies development in 53 Areas of Sugar Factory in Java Island. http://swissindo.net/t-h-e-p-a-l-a-c-e-of-The-Supreme-of-The-Greatest-President-of-The-United-Nations/

Given the Bank's Capital Adequacy Ratio "CAR Bank 10.19%" In accordance with BASEL III, Automatically the Banks concerned will be in liquidation within 24 Hours Considering the entire Bank Asset Is Not Able to Compensate for Daily Interest, With Interest Rate Averaging 7.5%.

I need to give a reminder that the relevant Asset Dynasty in all regions of the Kingdom throughout the Archipelago is under the Power of World Law Corridor of 12 Single Istaini Supreme Ngesti which:

INDONESIA AS THE WORLD ASSET

From Certification of Total EURO 889, 500,000,000,000.00 (Eighty Hundred Eighty-Nine Trillion Five Hundred Billion Euro And Zero Cents) with initial funding in the amount of EURO 89,500,000,000,000.00 (Eighty-Nine Trillion Five Hundred Billion Euro), or one of 10 certificates output from Switch Out Bank Executor, by SWISSINDO-DEUTSCHE BANK Germany on 27 August, 2014.

The above Amount is the ownership value of the Dynasty Assets, Nations assets, Banking assets and the United Nations assets with the account control and as the owner’s control of guaranteed CAR-STATES and EXHIBITS AB KINGDOM 244, 245, 247 of Three World Verponding and 9 Java Verponding according to Country Certificate Code 99.98 Series 1-4 Van Eighendom Verponding Onderneming (Landreform Of International Certificate, Convanel UBS) as the Parent Body Key and Padlock of Ratu Adil Immam Mahdi by NEO THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GOD SKY EARTH (format EXHIBITS AB Dynasty Mojopahit Mataram Hanyokrowaty Surokarto Hadiningrat) with SWISSINDO WORLD TRUST INTERNATIONAL ORBIT for world organization and international consortium.

All warehouses are located and domiciled in and on the Land Series 1-4 of Van Eighendom Verponding Onderneming, hereby convey to the continuing generations upon the deposit under the Agreement of Tapak Siring Bali in 1963 and Green Hilton Memorial Building as part of the previous agreement.

Return To DYNASTY according to NUSANTARA HERITAGE Letter Date October 5, 1966 and Given UN-Approval Heavy Freedom, Republic of Indonesia Dated 17-8-1945 Full Deposit Owner With Maximum Exhibit B Obligation UBS A.G of 70 Year period expired on 17-8-2015.

THEREFORE: TO CENTRAL BANKS, BANK INDONESIA AND SIX (6) PRIME BANKS:

I. Banks related to BASEL III and COLLATERAL AGENTS, and anyone without proof of ownership of MICROFILM ONE "M1" / Money One / Monarchy One / Master One / Military One / Monetary One / Mandatory One has no right to do any guerrilla act by using the black article related to the Invoice of International Retrieval Warehouse An.Act.147 / 1905 EXHIBITS AB Data C. Code A. 1903.

II. Given the handover of initial fund worth EURO 89,500,000,000,000.00 (Eighty-Nine Trillion Five Hundred Billion Euro) must occur in the protection of M1 with the placement of the Bank's Capital Adequacy Ratio of 10.19% sufficient to meet risk with reference to the interest rate at an average of 7.5% in the Six (6) Prime Banks in Indonesia.
The addition of the new Bank’s Capital Adequacy Ratio 10.19% in response to the global crisis in the Lao Development Bank, Lao P.D.R., with an interest rate of 4.5%, and according to the agreement between World Prime Minister for Finance and Banking, NEO THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GOD SKY EARTH, H.M. ANI FOREST and LAO P.D.R PRIME MINISTER H.E. THONGSING THAMMAVONG which was signed in Lao P.D.R on 14 and 28 January 2016 as part of the SWISSINDO WORLD TRUST INTERNATIONAL ORBIT for the World International Organizations and as follows:

1. Acceptable Certification NWA-NEW WORLD AGREEMENT Invoice International Retrieval worth EURO 89,500,000,000,000.00 (Eighty-Nine Trillion Five Hundred Billion Euro).


4. Following the record, Regulations of the Customs Department, the Lao P.D.R Ministry of Finance, File No.05253, dated 09 June, 2015 to SWISSINDO WORLD TRUST INTERNATIONAL ORBIT.

5. Following BASEL III C.A.R Bank Instructions, LAO DEVELOPMENT BANK endorsed and adopted the Single Resolution Board in accordance with International Retrieval worth EURO 89,500,000,000,000.00 (Eighty-Nine Trillion Five Hundred Billion Euro).

To Save All Parties And Bridging All Levels, therefore VOUCHER M1 MASTER BONDS are Enforced After the DEBT BURDEN LIBERATION ENACTED FROM THE DATE of February 4, 2016 for the All Party Kinship And the Burden Holders namely:

VOUCHER M1-MASTER BOND 11 MARCH 2016 AS FOR THE HUMAN OBLIGATION:

A. VOUCHER M1 MASTER BONDS FOR ID / PASSPORT HOLDERS

1. MEMBERS OF THE TNI (MILITARY) AND POLRI (POLICE) WORTH USD $1,200.00
2. CIVIL SERVANTS WORTH USD $1,200.00
3. PRIVATE EMPLOYEES / BUMN, WORTH USD $1,200.00
4. SPSI MEMBERS / UNION / ILO WORTH USD $1,200.00
5. PEOPLE IN GENERAL / HOUSEWIVES WORTH USD $1,200.00
6. CHILDREN / STUDENTS WORTH USD $600.00

B. VOUCHER M1 MASTER BOND UN-SWISSINDO PERSONNEL COMPENSATION COMMITTEE QUOTA OF USD $1,200,000.00

1. 400,000 TNI (MILITARY) MEMBERS WORTH USD $1,200,000.00
2. 350,000 POLRI (POLICE) MEMBERS WORTH USD $1,200,000.00
3. 1500 LVRI MEMBERS WORTH USD $1,200,000.00
4. 243,700 INTERNATIONAL UN-SWISSINDO MEMBERS WORTH USD $1,200,000.00

C. VOUCHER M1 MASTER BOND APPLICABLE TO THE WHOLE 25 PARENT COUNTRIES (253 COUNTRIES)

1. PARENT INDONESIA.
2. TOTAL 253 COUNTRIES.

The ID / PASSPORT / SSN Holders as well as The Burden Related to BASEL III regulations, particularly in Indonesia involving BANK INDONESIA, SIX (6) PRIME BANKS, BPR, LEASING, will be freed with the maximum amount of RP. 2,000,000,000.00 (Two Billion Rupiah).
Related Banks are exempted from the same burden through the Debt Burden Liberation with Indonesian citizens as consumers. To resolve this matter, Bank Indonesia and SIX (6) PRIME BANKS in particular must settle and receive the Handover Placement Agreement Funds with Banking Capital Adequacy Ratio, amounting to 10.19% To Reach the Safe Risk Limit Asset.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SWISSINDO-BANK INDONESIA

In accordance with the Substance Law Corridor of BASEL III, which Includes Areas:

A. Strengthening Global Capital Framework

1. Improving the Quality, Consistency and Transparency of Capital.
2. Develop Risk Coverage.
3. Additional Requirements with Leverage Risk-Based Capital Ratio.
4. Reduce Procyclicality and Increase Countercyclical Buffer.

B. Introduction to Global Liquidity Standards

1. Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR).
2. Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR).

C. Resolution Asset Global Trusty Dynasty M1

1. Closing of Financial Statements and Acquisition of Internal Bank By SWISSINDO WORLD TRUST INTERNATIONAL ORBIT for World International Organizations.
2. Global Assets of Initial Funds Worth EURO 889,500,000,000,000.00 (Eight Hundred Eighty-Nine Trillion Five Hundred Billion Euro), with Phase 1 Worth EURO 89,500,000,000.00 (Eighty-Nine Trillion Five Hundred Billion Euro).
3. Placing back Additional Requirements of New Banking Risk Capital Adequacy currently outside the Total Banking Assets, become Coordinating Banks.
4. Takeover of System Risks will Automatically Change the Regulation Between Financial Institutions, the Central Bank and SIX (6) PRIME BANKS.
5. Giving New Quota for Guaranteed Legal Money Printing, And Quota For All Global Financial Industry Performers In Macro And Micro.
6. The Central Buffer Stock Nationality M1 Authority.

D. Assignment of Albisrieder AC.USD.P.1568-1120 Bank Officer M1

1. Ownership Investment Club Position Code A.045. A. 0001 would assign Executor Team of UN-SWISSINDO Taskforce and MABES TNI (MILITARY HQ) in particular, team TNI-ANGKATAN UDARA (AIR FORCE) as Auditors to take positive steps.
2. Placing back Indonesia’s position as the World Asset and transfer of World Administration as a form of defending the country, by running all the provisions in accordance with the Amendment UN-APPROVAL 81704 / NKRI 17-8-1945, UN-Charter ARTICLE 1 Section 1, ARTICLE 2 Section 2-8, ARTICLE 7, and ARTICLE 14.
3. In accordance with the Board Association of International Documents (World Bank (WB) Metal -Union Bank of Switzerland (UBS) Indonesia-bank (BI)) by Imam Mahdi Royal, K.681 M1.

Given Point A and B therefore Bank Indonesia should address their Point C, although this time it cannot function properly let alone be independent. When it is joined by UN-SWISSINDO Dynasty who consciously or unconsciously Bank Indonesia under CAR-STATE Certificate owned by SWISSINDO covers the entire building that stood on the CAR-STATE Certificate.
Any institution that tries to overtake the Warehouses, Warehouse Supplies of New World Transition, will be caught in the Articles of International Law, KUHP (Penal) Code 244 245 249, Counter Terrorist, Human Rights UN-1948 and this will result in SANCTIONS Embargoes, invasion and Confiscation Orders: "Replevin". Specifically banking institutions who do not heed this warning, the sanctions are to be implemented without any notification and/or confirmation and thereafter this news will be openly broadcast to the National and International public.
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